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The information in this program comprises design
criteria for a bank building in downtown Pampa, Texas.

I"

includes information about current and future banking
operations, personnel required and equipment needed.
Since computer technology is developing and
advancing so rapidly, only the very largest banks own their
own computers.

Smaller banks find it more economical to

use a data processing firm.

Banks must adapt their curren"^

operations to the coming computer operations in order to
remain competitive.
It is necessary that this program be used by the
designer to meet the needs of this bank in Pampa.
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history

of

banking

Banking is of ancient origin, though little is known
about it prior to the 13th century.

Early banks dealt

primarily in coin and bullion, much of their business being
money changing and the supplying of foreign and domestic
coin of the correct weight and fineness.

Merchant bankers

dealt in goods and in bills of exchange, providing for the
remittance of money and payment of accounts at a distance
without shipping actual coin.

Their business came from

merchants who traded internationally and held assets at
different points along the trading routes.
Another form of early banking activity was the
acceptance of deposits.

These arose from deposit of money

or valuables for safe-keeping.

A balance in current

account could also represent proceeds of a loan that had
been granted by the banker, perhaps based on an oral agreement between the parties whereby the customer would be
allowed to overdraw his account.
English bankers had begun by the 17th century to
develop a deposit banking business, and techniques they
developed were influential elsewhere.

London goldsmiths

kept money and valuables in safe custody for the'r customers

They paid a rate of interest to attract coin sorting, 3.nd
they began to supplant deposit bankers.
A fund of deposits was maintained at a steacy rate
over a period of time when money was deposited by a number
of people with a goldsmith or a scrivener.
withdrawals tended to balance.

Deposits and

The idle cash was lent out

at interest to other parties.
A practice developed whereby a customer could arrange
for the transfer of part of his credit balance to another
party by addressing an order to the banker.
origin of the modern check.

This was the

A check was a claim against the

bank, which had a corresponding claim against its customer.
In Britain the check proved to be such a convenient means
of payment that the public began to use checks for most
monetary

transactions.

Banks began to grant borrowers

the right to draw checks in excess of amounts of cash held,
in this way "creating" money.
as"bank money" or credit.

Such money came to be known

This money consisted of only

figures in bank ledgers; it was acceptable because the
public had confidence in the ability of the bank to honor
its liabilities.
An important factor in the development of banking
in England was legal recognition of the negotiability
of credit instruments.

The check was expressly defined

as a bill of exchange and thus recognized as a negotiable
instrument.

types

of

banks

Principal types of banking in the m:Odern industrial
world are commercial banking and central banking.

A

commercial banker deals in money and in money substitutes,
such as checks or bills of exchange.

The basis of his

business is borrowing from individuals, firms and occasionally
governments.

The banker makes loans, extends credits and

invests in securities.

The banker makes profit by borrowing

at one rate of interest, by lending at a higher rate, and
by charging commissions for services rendered.
A bank must always have cash balances on hand to pay
depositors on demand.

It must also keep a proportion of its

assets in forms that can be readily converted into cash.

A

bank creates credit for use by its customers by issuing
additional notes or by making new loans, which in their turn
become new deposits.

Amount of credit extended may exceed

the sums available to it in cash.

A bank will be able to do

this only as long as the public believes the bank will honor
its obligations, which are then accepted at face value and
circulate as money.
Central banks are bankers to governments and "lenders
of last resort" to commercial banks and/or other financial
institutions.

They are often responsible for formulating

and implementing the country's monetary and credit policies,
usually in cooperation with government.

In some cases,

e.g., the U. S. Federal Reserve System, they have been

5
established specifically to lead or to regulate ^he
banking system.

uni t banking-

t he

U. S.

Banking systems are classified as unit banking or
branch banking.

Unit banking prevails in large areas of

the United States.

In other countries it is more isual

to find a small number of large commercial banks, each
operating a highly developed network of branches.
Development of bank organization in the U. S. has
been subject to constraints not found elsewhere.

The

federal Constitution permits national and state governm.ents
to regulate banking.

Some states prohibit branch banking,

thereby encouraging establishment and retention of many
unit banks.
The United States had an unusually large num.ber
of banks even in its early years.

Banks sprang up as

frontiers of settlement pushed westward.

One reason was

demand for capital in the expanding frontier economy.
Failure of bank mergers or amalgamations to produce
a concentration of financial resources in the hands of
large banking units is due to the character of the federal
Constitution.

Americans had widespread distrust of

monopoly and fear that a money trust might develop.

The

political philosophy emphasized virtues of individualism
and free competition; restrictions on branchin.g, mergin.^,

and formation of holding com.panies were a feature of
state and federal banking laws.

the

business

of

banking

Banking consists of borrowing and lending.

Operations

must be based on capital but banks employ comparatively
little of their own capital in relation to the total volume
of their transactions.

Capital accounts have legal signif-

icance, since the laws limit the proportion of its capital
a bank may lend to a single borrower.
A bank's liabilities are its capital -- reserves
and deposits.
sources.

Deposits may be from domestic or foreign

They may be repayable on demand (sight deposits

or current accounts) or repayable only after the lapse of
a period of time (time, term, or fixed deposits and savings
deposits).

A bank's assets are cash in the form of credit

balances with other banks; liquid assets (money at call and
short notice, day-to-day money, short-term government paper
such as treasury bills and notes, and commercial bills of
exchange); investments or securities; loans and advances; the
bank's premises, furniture, and fittings.

organization

of

banks

Organination is based on goals established by
management.

Objectives for a specific bank m.ight be stated

as follows : •'-

1.
2.

To provide maximum service to customers.
To grow through increased deposits and footings.

3.

To earn a certain return on capital.

The bank should offer a complete line of opera'int^,
loan, and trust services.

Operating services include checking

and savings accounts, collections and drafts.

Loan services

consist of commercial, installment, and real estate loans.
Trust services include corporate and personal services.
In order to increase deposits a bank must have a business
development activity performing the functions of advertising,
direct selling, and public relations.

To earn a certain

return on capital, a bank must have a control function.
Budgeting, accounting, and auditing maintain efficient
operations and control of operations.
Division of responsibilities
The board of directors is responsible for establishing
objectives of the bank and policies to attain these otiectives.
President, officers, department heads, and supervisors s'"^ i ve
9

to attain the objective by performing the following functions:
1. Planning and preparing systems, procedut'S and
work schedules.
2. Organizing the work and personnel to carry out
plans.
3. Directing the personnel.
4.

Controlling the operations of the bank.

The operating function is responsible for serving customers.
It consists of all line activities, includin? clerical work
for loans and investments.
functions are:

Operations, audit and control

Operations
1.

Provide fast and efficient handling of services,
such as checking and savings accounts, collections,
drafts, lock boxes, securities transactions.

2.

Supervise tellers, including paying, receiving
and special tellers.

3.

Supervise proof operation.

4.

Supervise bookkeeping operation, check files,
addressing department, and statement preparation.

5.

Supervise mail, messenger and guard service.

6.

Provide for security of bank and safety of
personnel.

7.

Supervise personnel administration program.

Audit
Conduct audits, investigations, and examinations
to determine that:
1.

Operating systems and procedures are sound and
will result in the maximum protection of assets.

2.

Internal safeguards are observed.

3.

All entries in general records are categorized
and supported by the necessary documentary
evidence.

1.

Establish systems and procedures to insure
uniform, efficient operations.

2.

Set up general accounting, cost accounting
and tax procedures.

3.

Establish performance standards.

4.

Measure actual performance, compare it with
the predetermined standards, analyze variations
and try to improve systems, procedures and
employee performance.

5.

Control expenditures, purchasing and inventory
of supplies and equipment.

6.

Prepare budgets and forecasts of operations.

Control

7.

Keep informed on laws and regulations affectinr
the bank and check adherence to these laws.

8.

Maintain legal reserves and file tax returns.

9.

Maintain the proper fidelity, liability, and
property damage insurance to protect assets.

o p e r a t ions
Banking operations have been described by Walter
Kennedy as "the physical handling of money, written
instruments representing money (such as checks, drafts,
and notes)

and the preparation and maint^r-nance of

accounting records and depositors' accounts."^
Tellers
Tellers are classified as specialized, paying,
receiving, or combined paying and receiving.

Quick,

courteous service is important because the most frequent
point of contact between customers and the bank occurs
at the tellers' windows.
machines.

Some banks make use of tellers'

Such equipment makes a permanent record of

all transactions and issues printed receipts for deposits
To speed service at tellers' windows and to avoid
customers waiting in line, some banks

have special

teller windows to handle certain types of business
exclusively, such as business accounts which deposit
large amounts of coin.

To further avoid long lines

during rush hours, most banks encourage banking by mail
and offer rush hour depositories and twenty-four hour
depositories.

10
Individual ledger bookkeeping
The public assumes absolute accuracy from: the bank
so the bookkeeping department fills a vital public
relations role through its records systems.

Individual

ledger bookkeeping is standardized, but the types of
machinery used may vary.

Information on customers must

be kept strictly confidential, which is an important
concept determining methods used, since employees in the
bookkeeping department have constant access to depositors'
checks and deposits.
Proof department
Verification and distribution-of customer deposits
is a mandatory function.

All debits and credits flow

through the proof department.
Transit
Collection33J checks on out of town banks is a
principal service of modern banks.

Collections and

clearing of out of town checks has been simplified since
the inauguration of the Federal Reserve System.
General Accounting
General accounting records of a bank must be maintained
so that department can at any time provide management with
almost any type of statistical information concerning the
bank's operations.
Statements
The principal contacts a com.miercial bank has with
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checking account customers is the depositor's statem^^nt.
Accuracy is of prime importance, ag well as legibilitv
and logical arrangement of the forms used.
Collection department
The service of the collection department is the
presentment and collection of drafts and other financial
instruments that cannot be handled through Lank clearings
and transit letters.

Such instrum.ents usually require

individual handling.
Savings department
Three reasons for maintaining a savings departmen"
are:
1.
2.
3.

Encouraging thrift in the community.
Supplying a service to customers in hope of
retaining and attracting customers for other
departments.
Making a profit through operation of the savings
department itself.

Central files
All banks must maintain some type of central file
in which will be indexed names of all present and former
customers.

The central file may be maintained as part of

the credit department or it may be an entirely separate
department.

Mechanical equipment available to prepare

and maintain the central file varies.

Banks with computers

will usually have the central file on the computer system.
Safe deposit operation
Recommended practices for safe deposit operations

12
are as follows:

the

1.

Vault door, vault wall construction and individual
boxes and locks must be physically sound and kept
in good mechanical order.

2.

The outside vault door should have dual combination
locks with a time lock. A permanent record
should be maintained with signatures of two bank
representatives who witness the opening of the
vault in the morning and the setting of the time
lock and the closing of the vault in the afternoon.

3.

Each safe deposit box must require use of two ke/s
to gain entrance. One will be the vault attendant's
key and the other will be the customer's key.

4.

The box rental agreement must be in writing
form approved by the bank's attorney.

5.

A permanent signature file of box renters must be
maintained.

6.

Neither the attendant nor any representative oi the
bank should have knowledge of the contents o:"
customers' boxes.

7.

Locks should be changed each time a box is vacated.

bank

on a

building

A major decision of management in connection with
a bank building is whether to own or to rent.

The building

occupancy expense, whether it be in the form of employed
capital or rental, should be in proper proportion to the
bank's assets and earnings.

Another decision is whether

some portion of it shall be designed for use by other
tenants.

A building with leased space offers the possibility

of expansion of banking space if the need arises.

It is

not economiically expedient to invest money in portions
of a building not needed for banking purposes, unless the

13

net rental return after all expenses is commensurate with
the return that the bank might reasonably expect if the
invested capital was employed in its banking business.
The automobile has caused a revolution in bank
design and architecture.

Nearby parking facilities,

preferably adjoining the bank, are considered of prime
importance in any new bank building.

Drive-in teller

windows must also be provided.
Bank design has been radically changed in recent
years.

A generation ago, it was considered necessary to

install steel bars at all windows and give banks the
appearance of a penitentiary as a suggestion of strength
and invulnerability.

If a bank has a substantial vault

there is no reason why its doors and windows should be
barred against burglars.
Many banks believed that it was desirable to have
all the officers on a platform adjacent to the main
lobby where they were visible to all customers and readily
accessible to all comers.

This is desirable for officers

who open accounts or approve checks.

Lending officers,

trust officers, and executive officers who handle confident: a.l
matters must have privacy.

This privacy is not for the

officers' benefit, but is greatly desired by the customers
they serve.

The factor of reasonable privacy appears more

important than the accessibility for this facet of hanking.

"rtir
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Pampa, Texas, located in the panhandle of Texas, is
a steadily growing community with a 1978 population of
27,390.

It is the county seat of Gray County, population

33,273 (1978).
Community leaders have a progressive attitude in
encouraging and promoting business and industry.

The

people of Pampa also have a strong political awareness.
In the 1976 general election there were 13,373 qualified
voters in Gray County and, during that election 10130
voted.
Business and commercial
The central business district area remains strong
in Pampa.

The buildings in the downtown area are full

and many are being remodeled.

Most business offices are

located in or near the downtown area.

An established

shopping center in an area away from downtown gives the
CBD competition for sales.

An enclosed shopping m,all is

under construction near the r.orthern city limi^.
Industry
Oil and gas production, including the a^^.tendant
oilfield suppliers, servicers and distributors, is the
dominant industry.

Other major industries include ru:.

16
barrel and oil rig manufacture, carbon black production,
petro-chemical production, steel building manufacture,
intimate apparel production and beef cattle feeuing.
Labor
The area has a history of non-union labor.
labor force has roots and is not transient.
come to Pampa to work, settle and stay.

The

Mos" people

Pampa and the

panhandle area have some seasonal labor variations, due
to outdoor work in winter.

19 7 8 unemployment rate in

Pampa is approximately 3%.

Average family income is

$12,333.00 per year.
Housing
Moderate and low cost rentals are scarce in Pampa.
Housing starts are keeping up with expected growth.
Residential areas are attractive.

There are a few

submarginal areas but no slums.
Health and welfare
Pampa has a county hospital with 126 rooms
and 70% average occupancy.
located in the city.

Nineteen physicians are

Community welfare and relief load

is within proportion to that of the area.
Recreation
Pampa has several miles of hike and bike trails
throughout twelve parks covering 262 acres, two public
swimming pools, sixteen tennis courts and two golf
courses.

A municipal auditorium which seats 15 30 people

17
was completed in 19 73.

Pampa has a daily newspaper,

two radio stations, cable television and three television
stations received from Amarillo which are affiliated
with NBC, CBS, and ABC.

the site
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site and

context

The proposed site is located at one end of the
downtown core retail area of Pampa.

A bank building there

will complete the four block length of the downtown retail
district.

It would also provide the focus for the north

end of the downtown area.
The following maps of the downtown area show the
land use around the site and the primary and secondary
traffic routes.

Pedestrian traffic will be channeled onto

the southeast corner of the site from the downtown core
area.
Existing utility lines are indicated on maps of
the site.

A 20'-0" easement exists through the center of

the site as shown.

Sizes and pressures of the various

lines are indicated.
A site plan of the lot as developed follows.
It shows current patterns of entrance to and exit from the
motor bank.

A floor plan of the existing motor bank

shows location of tellers' windows and drive-in lanes.
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clinnatic
Source:

dot a

U. S. Department of Commerce, Environmental
Services Administration, in cooperation with
Cotton Economic Research and Bureau of Business
Research of the University of Texas at Austin.
"Climatography of the United States No. 20-41."
Station Pampa, Texas.

Latitude:

35°34' N

Longitude:

100°58' W

Elevation:

3220 ft. above sea level

Summary
Pampa lies in a cool temperate climatic zone;
it has a dry steppe climate with mild winters.

The mean

total annual precipitation is 19.80 inches, and in an average
year, 84% of this amount falls during the warm season, April
through October.

Monthly and annual precipitation amounts

are extremely variable.

Since 192 8 the wettest year of

record is 1941, when Pampa received a total of 32.91 inches.
Only 11.10 inches fell in 1956, the driest year.

Warm

season rainfall occurs most frequently as the result of
thunderstorms, and in exceptionally wet years, a significant
portion of the total may be the result of excessive downpours
that are lost to the land because of rapid runoff.
storms occur on about 50 days each year.

Thunder-

The prevailing

winds at fampa are southwesterly November through 'iarch and

33
southerly April through October.
Winter
Pampa is subjected to sharp drops in temperature
when polar Canadian air masses sweep southward across the
level plains; sometimes these air mass changes are accompanied
by strong, northerly winds; at other times the colder air
moves in slowly from the northeast.

In spite of the

occasional low temperatures, the winters at Pampa are actually
mild compared to those of the northern High Plains.

The

lowest temperature of record (since 1937) is -12°F, and
occurred on Januray 11, 1962.

Winter is a dry season since

frequent "northers" cut off the supply of moisture from the
Gulf of Mexico.
of light snow.

Precipitation most often falls in the form
The mean annual snow fall is 11.6 inches.

Strong winds often pile the snow up in drifts so that the
snow melt is not uniformly distributed.
Spring
Spring is a season of many weather changes.

Warm

and cold spells follow each other in rapid succession throughout March and April.

Occasionally strong, persistant south-

westerly to northwesterly winds in spring may cause blowing
dust.

Thunderstorms, which rarely occur in winter, are

frequent in late spring.

May and June are the wettest months

of the year,
Summer
Afternoon temperatures in summer are hot and

34
nighttime temperatures are cool.

Thundershowers are

frequent, and cloudiness and precipitation during the day
cause significant cooling.

Evaporative air conditioners

operate efficiently in this climate.
Fall
There is a greater variety in fall weather thun
in summer weather, but temperatures are moderate.
decreases in the fall.
fall season.

Rainfall

Mild, sunny days characterize the

Winds are not as strong as in the spring.

The warm season (freeze-free period) at Pampa is
200 days.

The mean dates of the last occurance of 32°F or

below in the spring and the first occurrence of 32°F or
below in the fall, are April 15 and October 27 respectively

Gray County is high level plains, broken by
tributaries of the Red River,

Elevations range from

2,500 to 3,300 feet above sea level.
and waxy types.

Soils are sandy l:^ams
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job

tasks

Position

Tasks

Board of Directors

guide all bank operations, approve
largest loans

president

control all daily functions, assist
with trust accounts, make arrangements
for largest loans

senior vicepresident

act in president's behalf in absence
of president, handle public relations,
assist in control of all daily functions,
make arrangements for largest loans,
attend daily loan officers' meeting

secretary to pres
ident and senior
vice-president

perform secretarial duties, execute
paper work for approved loans in absence
of both president and senior vice-president

senior vicepresident (loans)

make commercial loans , supervise comjnercial
loan officers, assist with customer
problems if necessary, attend daily loan
officers' meeting

commercial loan
officers

open vaults (varies among officers), meet
with loan applicants, make loans, reviev;
notes for collateral documentation, make
general ledger entries, attend daily loan
officers' meeting

trust officer

provide financial and investment counseling
to trust customers, control assets in absence
of trust custom;er, provide safekeeping of
securities, keep records of all transactions,
consult with bank's lawyer and with
customers' lawyers as necessary

commercial loan
tellers

balance computer totals, mail note notices,
file titles, receive note payments and
advances, process credit reports, receive
withholding taxes, order new bonds, cash
and sell bonds, post bond ledger, send
totals to computer

secretaries to
commercial loan
officers

serve as buffer between public and
loan officers, schedule appointments,
type, prepare routine paper work for
loan applications and approvals

new accounts clerk

receive and sort correspondence, oper
new accounts, prepare daily reports,
assist with public relations

safety deposit
clerk

verify signatures of customers wishing
access to safety depo sit boxes, assist
customers in opening safety deposit
boxes J check booths a fter customer use
for articles left, is sue safe":y deposit
boxes to new customer s, receive rental
payments on boxes, ar range for lock
changes after each bo X is vacated,
order all new checks for customers

head teller

open vault, prepare teller cage for
service, prepare daily currency orders
for local merchants, order money from
Federal Reserve, prepare food stamps to
be shipped, wait on customers, balance
cash in and cash out, close vaults, set
time locks

savings tellers

prepare teller cage for service, balance
savings and certificates of deposit with
computer print outs and with general
ledger, pay interest on certificates of
deposit, balance cashier checks, check
credit reports, post savings deposits
and withdrawals on computer terminal,
sell travelers' checks, cashier checks
and certificates of deposit, wait on
customers, balance cash in and cash out,
take all work to proof department, return
cash to vault

exchange tellers

prepare teller cage for service, distribute
drafts, contact customers concerning
insufficient checks , prepare incoming and
outgoing collections reports, wait on
customers, return cash to vault

customer service
clerks

retrieve money bags from night depository,
pick up mail at post office, wait on
customers at service counter, make copies
of checks or other filmed documents,
prepare checks to send to data processine
company, meter outgoing mail and take "^o
post office

U2
department head,
bookkeeping, proof
and customer
service

supervise all operations of bookkeep : ne,,
proof and customer service, balance
demand deposits with proof machine ledger,
balance and write charges for insufficient
checks, reconcile statements from corresponding banks

proof machine
operators

operate proof machine, film documents
for storage on micro-fische

bookkeeping clerks

file checks , verify signatures on checks ,
prepare monthly statements, film checks
and other documents, operate proof
machine occasionally

consumer loan
officers

audit previous day's loans, send notices
of default to customers, review previous
week's finance statement, call for bids,
prepare correspondence, meet with loan
applicants , make loans, attend loan
officers' meeting

consumer loan
teller

balance general ledger, file paid loans
and new loans, post new notes and payments
on computer, review insurance polici-^s,
wait on customers, balance and prove work

consumer loan
secretary

prepare tax and title reports for auto
loans, assist consumer loan tellers,
post new notes and payments on computer,
send notices of payments past due, mail
customer copies of notes and paid notes ,
balance installment window ledgers,
type and mail correspondence

motor bank
tellers

open safe, prepare work stations for
service, pay and receive at motor bank
drive-in windows, balance cash in and
cash out, return cash to safe, close safe

switchboard
operator

direct incoming telephone calls

ma id and custodian

maintain bank building cleanliness and
orderliness, perform odd jobs as necessary

U3

affiliations
First National Bank of Pampa is a member o*^ Texas
Banking Association (TBA) which is headquartered in Austin,
Texas and lobbies for banking interests in the state legislature
It is also a member of the American Banking Association (ABA)
which serves the same functions on a national level.

community

member

The bank operates under a policy of active leadership
in the business community of Pampa.
in Chamber of Commerce activities.

It takes an active role
Management encourages

employee participation in civic, service and charitable
organizations.

The bank annually offers a substantial

scholarship to a graduating senior from Pampa High School.

i+U

go as

The banking facility will accommodate current services
And personnel, but will be adaptable for future growth :n
both areas.
Designated spaces will be flexible in design to
accommodate future space arrangements and
furniture groupings.
The building will be placed on the site so tha-"
an area of the site will be convenient and available for expansion when needed.
The facility will provide normal banking operations
in a comprehendable arrangement.
Teller windows will be immediately accessible
from the flow of traffic and will be adequate
in number for anticipated volume.
All officers will be in accessible locations.
Those officers handling confidential matters
will have visual and acoustical privacy for
customers' benefit.
Bookkeeping, proof and computer areas will be
accessible to employees only.
The computer is increasingly central to any bank's
operation.

This bank will be able to accommodate current

and future computer requirements.
Electrical connections will be provided to
accommodate use of an increased number of
electronic and computer equipment.
A space central to employees will be provided
for computer terminals and accessory machines.

;^6

The building will be designed and equipped with
necessary equipment to provide comfortable working conditions to eliminate errors and distractions and to increase
efficiency.
Proper lighting for public areas and employee
workspaces will reduce fatigue from eyestrain
and promote greater productivity.
Colors will be used which have aesthetic,
psychological, and economic advantages to
increase morale and reduce costs.
Proper heating and air conditioning will aid
employees' health and comfort, reduce absenteeism and increase the amount of work accomplished.
Factors are proper temperature, circulation,
moisture control and cleanliness.
Appropriate furniture and equipment will be
provided for execution of job tasks.
Noise will be controlled.
Toilet facilities will be adequate for the
number of employees. Provisions for handicapped
persons will be made in both women's and men's
restrooms.
The building will facilitate work flow.
Activities will be arranged so that work flows
in straight lines schematically to avoid
unnecessary movements.
Furniture, equipment and materials in workspace
of each employee will be arranged for a minimum,
of motion and fatigue.
The building will have appropriate security equipment
to ensure the safety of personnel and valuables.
The building and its total site development will
accommodate physically handicapped people, including the

• ^ 1

elderly and the feeble.
Walkways will be level or at a slope of less
than eight degrees.
Ease of entrance will be provided through
either mechanical devices or doors requiring
pressure of eight pounds or less to open.
Handrails will be provided where necessary.
Parking spaces designated for handicapped
persons will be located near entrances.
A motor bank facility will be an integral part of
the total facility.
Existing drive-in facilities will be subiect to
relocation upon the basis of integrated design.
Connections from the main bank to the motor bank
will be provided to ensure safety of employees,
and ease of transporting monies and convenience of
customer access.
The site will be adequately developed and conveniently
accessible to employees and customers.
Access will be easy for pedestrians from the
downtown area.
Parking areas will be adequate in number and
location for employees and customers.
Entrance to and exit from parking areas and
drive-in windows will be placed to avoid traffic
congestion on streets bordering the site.
Pedestrian approaches will be adequate, safe and
avoid crossing paths of vehicular traffic.
Landscaping and outdoor spaces will be an integral
part of total design.
The building will respond to its environment.
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ilintegrated design will reflect ^he climate
in terms of placement of v;indows and ioorways.
Entrances and any courtyards or outdoor spaces
will protect the user from strong winds, rains
and snow drifts.
Materials selected will provide acceptable thermal
insulation to economize on heating and cooling
costs,
The bank building will be economical in long-term
operation.
Maintenance and operating cost will be minimized
through use of materials and design.
Materials and workmanship will be of good quality
to ensure endurance and to avoid costly repairs
and replacements.
The building and site will comply with all governing
codes and ordinances of Pampa and Gray County.

automation
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Automation has been described by Webster as "a system
or method in which many or all of the processes are aatoma^ically pigfformed or controlled by machinery or electronic
devices".

The importance of data processing within the

banking industry has been increasing rapidly.

At one time

it was relatively easy to install simple basic accounting
systems used to reduce manual effort and related expense.
Systems with demand deposit and savings were readily available and inexpensive to implement.

Data processing has

faced a major challenge in adapting quickly to new technology
and the need for more controlled operating procedures in
order to serve the requirem.ents of on-line systems.

The

word "availability" in the batch environment meant having
reports ready at the opening of business each morning.
"Availability" for on-line systems means three-to-five
second response time on a terminal every time a person reques's
information or enters data.
From 1960 to the mid-1970s, computer systems for
processing information were oriented primarily tow ird batch
processing.

Computer operations departments woul^ run ma;ior

updating programs in the evening and early morning hours
and deliver reports to the using department? by 8:00 cr 9:00 A.i!
During this period the check became more accepted as substitute

•«• • tuam

•

for cash.

\

The number of checks being handled by banks gr- w

at an alarming rate.
PRESENT

CHECK

SYSTEM

Gi'owth of Checks
(billions of checks)
1945
5.0
1965
17.0
1970
22.0
1971
23.0
1972
24.6
1973
22.5
1974
24.3
1975
26.0
Source: "Monetary and Systems Planning Report
of the American Bankers Association", April 1971,
and FDIC Surveys.

check

processing

The check accounts for 94/96 cents of every dollar
spent.

The check became popular in 1870 and 1880 due to

severe restrictions placed on the issuance of currency
under the National Banking Acts of 186 3 and 1865, and has
become the most popular method of payment in the United
States today.
PAYMENT

SYSTEM

TRANSACTIONS

Number
Value
Cash
87%
3%
Check
11%
96%
Credit card
2%
1%
100%
100%
Total
249 billion $7,251 billion
Source: "The Consequences of Electronic Funds
Transfer," National Science Foundation, June 1975.
Estimates for mid-1970s. Excludes Bank Wire Transact i o n s a n d c h e c k s ^ 2 ^ £ £ _ $ ^
In the year 1976, 28 billion checks were written in ^he
United States and by 1980, if this growth rate continues.
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will reach 44 billion.
Handling methods currently used, along with customer
convenience will be principal reasons for the forward tnrust
into electronic funds transfer.

Each of the 28 billion

checks written in the United States must be handled an
average of seven times and can be drawn against any one of
the m,000 commercial banks.

To handle this amount of

paper, the commercial banking industry has become the largest
user of computers in the United States, except for the
U. S. government.

The computers perform many activities

but their principal function is the processing of checks
through magnetic ink character recognition(MICR) sorter/
readers.

These computers are able to process the checks

at the rate of 100,000 per hour, and handle the related
payments and the bookkeeping necessary for the funds transfer system to function in the United States.
All banking records in their physical form are
represented by electronic characters on magnetic tapes
and connected to computers.

A principal function of the

computer network of all depository institutions is to move
these electronic characters from one account to another,
whether it be in the same bank and located inches away,
or in one of the commercial banks, savings and loans,
credit unions, or savings banks in the nation.
Today all financial information is transcribed
from pieces of paper, the check being the most obvious one.
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Once transcribed, the information is automatically handler;,
except under the present system, because of legal technicalities and banking custom, the paper must also move
with the information.

Even though the banking system is

highly automated, the payments system is still basically
labor intensive because of paper handling requirements.

electronic funds transfer
Electronic funds transfer has been in development
for the past eight years, but it is still in its infancy.
Federal and state banking laws and regulations severely
limit the expansion of this delivery system.

EFTS already

exists in the payments system of America today, but it is
used primaipily for large-dollar transactions involving
payments between large corporate accounts, the government
and the banking system.
The principal advantages of EFTS will be the improved
services to the consumer.

Consumer benefits that can

be obtained through the EFTS system are: "^
1.
2.
3.
4.

Creation of more competitive markets for services
offered by financial institutions.
Expansion of consumers' choice anong payment
alternatives.
Provision of greater consumer convenience through
offering more efficient and expanded access to
financial deposits and loan accounts.
Reduction of the cost of the financial transaction

autonnated teller nnachines
Banks have begun to suppl--:r.pnt banking hours w i n
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automatic teller machines.

Automated teller machines are

24-hours-a-day computer-operated cash dispensers, fund
transferers and deposit receivers.

Until recently, sjch

machines were not tied directly to the banks' computer
records.

To limit risk, bankers were selective in dis-

tributing cards to activate the machines.

As banks have

put the machines on-line to the main computers, the availability of balance information has allowed the system -o
make decisions on individual transactions, and thus significantly reduced the risks associated with issuing cards *o
all customers.
The system involves the use of a plastic card with
a magnetic stripe attached.

The terminal has a reading

head which reads the information on the magnetic stripe.
It requires that the customer have a personal identification
number which, in connection with the account number that
is inscribed magnetically on the back of the card, is the
key to allow the consumer to activate the termdnal.
This type of equipment allows the consumer access to his/her
account on a 24-hour, seven days-a-week basis.

bill paying

systenns

An additional use of the EFT system "hat has been
developed is a telephone bill paying system for the automatic
payment of bills with the use of the home telephone.

i*

involves the dialing of a bank computer number, a merchant's
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number, customer account number, and the amoun* of the bill
to be paid.

This system records transactions on a magnetic

tape at the financial institution, and the accounts ^ire
updated in a batch mode similar to checks.

It allows the

customer to remain at home, pay bills and distribute ;^ayments
without the use of paper or the necessity of postage charges

point of sale
Point of sale services utilize an on-line electronic
terminal located in a retail establishment and tied to the
bank's computer.

These instruments are operated with a

plastic card with a magnetic stripe.

The information contairied

on the stripe consists of the customer's account numrer, bank
number and types of account.

It activates the computer

network when a personal identification number is separately
used to input into the system, and allows the customer to
perform routine banking services.
This system, although still in its infancy, probably
will prove to be the most economically viable system to be
developed.

It is a volume-sensitive operation which requires

huge amounts of capital and must cover a large geographic
area if it

is to be successful.

Potentially this system

could be tied to a merchant's automated system for checkout
inventory control, giving it the possibility of becoming an
extremely acceptable and effective system that :ies retail
and financial in.stitu+ions together.
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the

future
Major future developments can be expected in

communications networks, data base utilization and production
systems refinements.

The communications network will be

instrumental in providing management information from the
data bases.

As EFTS/POS is made available to consumers by

multiple banks and card services, switching will become
mandatory to allow banks and card services to veri^^y balance
information and transfer funds.

The major problem will be

to install controls that limit and detect fraud and to build
compatibility of communications protocols.

New systems that

will have an impact on streamlining bank services ar^^ found
in the areas of word processing, archival retrieval systems,
on-line interactive training and modeling of all types.

securi t y
V-
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Security refers to all methods, procedures and
equipment for protection against robbery or burglary.
It does not include protective measures against fraud
or embezzlement.
The bank must have security alarm equipment
operating in three areas:

1.
2.
3.

point protection.
area protection.
perimeter protection.

The combination of these components will achieve the
desired depth of protection.

The difficulty of

attempting to overcome one system only to be faced
with another is a major psychological deterrent as
well as physical hazard.

A complete security system

is the combination of high quality equipment with the
capabilities to present effective defense against
intrusion.
Point protection
Primary protection will be provided by an
integrated audio detection sensor for vaults and
a proximity sensor for safes.

Either circuit may be

plugged into a basic control assembly.

A silent

signal should be sent to the police station before
a local alarm is sounded.

Area protection
Large areas within the building must be protected
by either an infrared intrusion system which detects
movement or a closed circuit television system controlled
at a central point.
Perimeter protection
Perimeter protection provides a security barrier
around an entire building.

Door and window contacts,

grids and traps are sensitive to intruders and sound
an audible alarm and/or a silent alarm.
Central control
All components of the security system must be
tied into a computer.

Its initial configuration can

be basic yet readily enhanced to encompass any security
sensitive requirement.
to the police station.

It must have a direct connection
When all equipment is tied

into a central location, man hours for guards can be
reduced, and control can be monitored from a central
location.
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reauirennents
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genera
1.

requirennen ts

Entrances will permit an overview of all bank services.
Such services will be clearly marked and distinct r^rom
one another.

2.

Writing and calculation space for customers should be
near entrances and out of the main flow of circulation.

3.

Circulation for public should be clearly defined.

4.

Circulation for employees should be entirely separate
from public circulation.

5.

Officers should have a visual link to one another.
Separation between officers will ensure private individual
dealings.

Officers should be accessible to the public yet

must be in an area distinct from lobby or public forum
area.
6.

Tellers must be separated from the public by counters,
behind which tellers can circulate to vault and bookkeeping areas.

Tellers need to be in contact with

public and management.
7.

Bookkeeping and proof departments must be accessible to
tellers and to officers and away from public traffic
flow.

8.

Natural lighting will be provided where possible.
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specific

requirennen ts

Space

Requirements

board room

table and seating for 15 people
telephones and micro-fische viewer
acoustical and visual privacy
kitchenette with sink, cupboard storage,
refrigerator, oven, serving tray storage
private toilet for board members

president's
office

desk, chair, telephone, calculator,
micro-fische viewer
seating for four customers
private toilet
visual and acoustical privacy

senior vicepresident's
office

desk, chair, telephone, calculator,
micro-fische viewer
bookshelves
seating for four customers
visual and acoustical privacy

reception
area

comfortable seating for four persons

secretary

desk, chair, telephone, typewriter
visual access to president and vice-president
buffer between public and officers
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trust officer
area

desk chair, telephone, calculator
storage for books
seating for two customers
V isual

3 consumer
loan officers,
8 commercial
loan officers
areas

s®^^^
secretaries'
^^^^s

and acoustical privacy

desk, chair, telephone, calculator, each
seating for two customers each
visual and acoustical privacy for each
desk, chair, telephone, typewriter each
placed to serve as buffer between public
and officers

commercial
loan area

seating for six people to wait

consumer loan
area

seating for four people to wait

new accounts
clerk area

desk, chair, telphone, adding maching
in or near lobby area

7 regular
tellers,
3 savings
tellers,
2 exchange
tellers area

4- commercial
loan teller
areas

teller booths with counter space facing
lobby
each to have:
micro-fische viewer, coin dispenser, adding
machine, calculator, writing space, cash
drawer, storage for money bus to transport
cash to and from vault, stool for sitting,
small shelf for personal item.s
teller booth to take payments for each one
each to have:
desk, chair, te'l'^hone, micro-fische viewer
file space for tax records

customer .0
service clerk
area

files for signature card storage
counter space for customers to write
2 micro-fische viewers
3 desks, 3 chairs, 1 telephone

computer
area

2 computer terminals, each 2'w.x 2'h. x 3'd.
3 desks, 3 chairs, 3 telephones
standard teletype machine, 18"w. x 2'd. x 3'h.
bank wire machine, 18"w. x 2'd. x 3'h.

bookkeeping
and proof
area

12 desks, 12 chairs, 6 telephones
4 proof machines, each 3'd. x 6'w. x 3'h.
2 rotary check files, each 4'd. x 5'w. x 5'h.
post machine, 2'd. x 3'w. x I'h.
2 encoders, each 3'd. x 3'w. x 9"h,
2 micro-fische viewers, each 3'd. x 18"w. x 2'h
1 film viewer/copier, 2'd. x 3'w. x 2'h.
2 filmers, each ^'d. x 2'w. x 2'h.
lighting for close, tedious work
adequate electrical supply for above machinery

vestibule

automated teller and night depository

cash vault

walls, floor and ceiling of re-inforced
concrete at least 12" thick
vault door at least 3^" thick steel
steel lining on walls, floor, ceiling
vault door alarm, and alarm, microphones
lighting and ventiliition within the vault

safety deposit
vault

same requirements as cash vault except
walls will be lined with various sized
safety deposit boxes

customer
booth area

8 booths with counter space minimum 2' x 2'
privacy from other customers to examine
contents of boxes

safety deposit
clerk

desk, chair, telephone, adding mach"n(
file space for contracts
adjacency to safety deposit vault

storage area

fireproof storage for micro-film and
micro-fische

switchboard

desk, chair, switchboard

employee
toilets

separate men's and women's toilets
each toilet room will have one stall for
handicapped persons
lavatories, towels and mirrors will be
accessible to handicapped persons

coat storage

adequate closet storage for employee coats

storage area

storage space with shelving for advertising
products, money bags, office supplies

lunchroom/
lounge

tables and chairs for 2 0 persons
cupboard storage, sink,refrigerator, oven
micro-wave oven

mechanical
room

adequate space for mechanical equipm.ent for
heating and cooling
must be accessible from inside and outside
building

janitor's
closet(s)

large sink, shelves for supplies
floor space for cleaning equipment storage

public
entrance
and exit

internal/
circulat ' o:
internal
circulation

public
entrance
and exit

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

comm. loan officers
pres
consumer loan officers
trust officer
officers' secretaries
new accounts clerk
pay, receive tellers
savings tellers
exchange tellers
customer service clerks
commercial loan tellers
installment tellers
storage
vault

c i rculation
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post general ledger machine

encoder

70

film viewer/copier

film machine

t^jtiti

71

proof machine

proof machines

71

proof machine

proof machines
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financing
V—/

At this time the cost of the project is unknown
There would be two methods of financing the cost of the
building, depending upon the amount needed.

The bank

would either use earnings on the capital invested in
loans and securities or it would increase the number of
shares of stock sold to its stockholders.

The method

chosen would be the one in which the bank could realize
the most profit from money invested in the building.

i
c odes
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zoning
Under Ordinance Number 184 known as the Zoning
Ordinance of Pampa, Texas, the designated lot for the
proposed new banking facility is zoned Commercial.
The only limitation affecting the proposed area is that
is be no more that twenty stories in height.

uniform

building

code

The following restrictions have been extracted
from the Uniform Building Code, revised 1976, and
directly affect planning decisions.

As further design

decisions are made, reference will be made to the code.
Location on property
Buildings shall adjoin or have access to a public
space, yard, or street on not less than one side.
yards shall be permanently maintained.

Required

Eaves over reqaired

windows shall not be less that 30 inches away from the
side and rear property lines.
(The proposed bank will be classified as Group B, Division 2
occupancy.)
Light, ventilation and sanitation
All portions of Group B, Divisions 1. 2 and 3
Occupancies, shall be provided with natural lieht by means
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of exterior glazed openings with an area equal to onetenth of the total floor area, and natural ventilation
by means of exterior openings with an area not less
than one-twentieth of the total floor area or shall be
provided with artificial light and a mechanically
operated ventilating system.
Every building or portion thereof where persons
are employed shall be provided with at least one water
closet.

Separate facilities shall be provided for each

sex when the number of employees exceeds four and both
sexes are employed.
All water closet rooms shall be provided with
an exterior window at least 3 square feet in area, fully
openable; or a vertical duct not less than 100 square
inches in area for the first toilet facility with an
additional 50 square inches for each additional toilet
facility; or a mechanically operated exhaust system,
which is connected to the light switch, capable of
providing a complete change of air every 15 minutes.
When toilet facilities are provided which are
accessible by a level entry, ramp or elevator, each
toilet room shall have a clear and unobstructed access of
not less than 44 inches.
Changes in elevation
Within a building, changes in elevation of less
than 12 inches along any exit serving a tributary occupan^
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load of 10 or more shall be by ramps.
Number of exits
The building shall have at least two exits.

Floors

above the first story having an occupant load of more
than 10 shall have not less than two exits.

Each mezzanine

used for other than storage purposes, if greater in area
than 2 00 0 square feet or if more than 6 0 feet in any
dimension shall have not less than two stairways to an
adjacent floor.
The total width of exits in feet shall be not
less than the total occupant load served divided by 50.
Such width of exits shall be divided approximately equally
among the separate exits.
If only two exits are required they shall be
placed a distance apart equal to not less than one-half
of the length of the maximum overall diagonal dimension
of the building or area to be served measured in a
straight line between exits.

The maximum distance of

travel from any point to an exterior exit door, horizontal
exit, exit passageway, or an enclosed stairway in c^bniiding
not equipped with an automatic fire-extinguishing system
throughout, shall not exceed 150 feet.
Entrances to buildings
Main exits from buildings requiring egress by
the physically handicapped shall be usable by individuals
in wheelchairs and be on a level that would make the

... ^ » t\.*M
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elevators accessihle where provided.
swing m

Exit doors shall

the direction of exit travel when serving any

hazardous area or when serving an occupant load of 50
or more.

Regardless of the occupant load, there shall

be a floor or landing on each side of a door.
Stairways
Stairways serving an occupant load of more than
50 shall be not less in width than 44 inches.

The rise

of every step in a stairway shall not exceed Ih inches
and the run shall be not less than 10 inches.

The largest

tread width or riser height within any flight of stairs
shall not exceed the smallest by more than h inch.
Ramps
The width of ramps shall be as required for stairways.

Ramps shall not exceed a slope of one vertical to

10 horizontal.

Ramps having slopes greater than one

vertical to 15 horizontal shall have landings at the
top and bottom and at least one intermediate landing
shall be provided for each 5 feet of rise.
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cone usion
Banking is becoming more com.puterized and centralized, and interconnections between financial institutions
are increasing.
are

Distinctions between types of institutions

much less definite than ten years ago.

Bank design

will take an increasingly important role since convenience
of the banking facility and its ability to draw customers
due to its spatial qualities may soon be the only reasons for
a customer to choose one bank rather than another.
The entire banking industry is turning repeatedly
to the computer to increase speed, quality and types of
service offered.

This building must be designed to accommodate

coming trends in banking, i.e., the computerized, checkless
society.
It must also meet human and economic needs.
are for use by people.

Their needs must be met.

Buildings

The building

must also be designed for efficient banking operations.

In

conclusion, the focus of the designer should be 1) humanistic
design; 2) accommodation of current and future growth of
banking operation; 3) adaptability to changes in bankinr due
to the increased use of the computer.
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interviews
Interviews were conducted with the following persons
of First National Bank of Pampa, Texas:
Mr. Floyd Watson, President
Mr. Luther Robinson, Senior Vice-president
Mr. Gerald Sims, Senior Vice-president
Mrs. Louise Bailey, Department Head, Bookkeeping and proof
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Two seemingly dichotomous concerns controlle : the
development of the design of the hank.

C-nveying the image

of efficient and stable banking operations while imparling
an atmosphere of hometown friendliness required sensi'ivity
to:

1) the site in relafon to the n' st of the town,

especially the downtown district,
use in Pampa,

2) materials in common

and 3) the relationship of internal banking

operations to convenience required by bank cas'^omers.
The site lies at the end of the four block length of
the central retail area of the downtown area, dictating
that the building serve as a landmark and/or stopping poi.nt
of that retail area.

The four block length is terminated

at the opposite end by an underpass which serves as an
entrance/exit to the main street.

The southern side o* 'he

site is bordered by an access street which feeds 'he main
street.

This suggested plaza development to serve as i

visual transition from street to hnilding.

Plazas also

provide visual relief to people dr'vinr along this secondary
street.

IL
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main

street

The existing motor bank presented difficulties for
the pedestrian approaching from downtown.

Once the pedestrian

reached the site by crossing the street at the corners where
traffic signals exist, he would have to cross traffic leaving
and entering the motor bank.

This problem v/as solved by

creating a pedestrian crossing norm.al to the si'e south of
the motor bank traffic.

A
Separation of pedestrian and vehicular 'Taffic, a goal
stated in the program, was achiev d hy placine v-i-.icalar
entrances on the north and east sides, reserving south and
^ggt sides for pedestrians.

A plaza at the north entry

^^luded the possibility of a back door entrv as is often

/

^

It is an indoor pedestrian street which termxna'es a^ poin's o:
entry and runs diagonally to the site borders.

Public-or'ented

spaces spin off this street.

^

Banking lobby and off'cer areas are placed as i:.dicated in
the sketch above so that they are perceived as separate
elements

The officer area is slightlv less public than

the banking lobby but ye" its traffic is often generated
from ^ob\^y
lobhv-

traffic.

Officers need visual access to the

Bookkeeping, proof and transit departments needed lo
^^ adjacent to banking lobby because tellers ol'.en refer to
records kept in the bookkeeping area.

c
bookkeeping

^

The program stated that employee c'rculation needed to
be separate from public circulation.

Employee entrance

logically occurred at the apex of the internal support
areas.

^

Comple'tely separate circulati.^r: does no^ occur.
,gj_r secretaries must pass through public areas,

Ot ficers and
bu' c'rculation

for^ the r^-mainder of the staff is se^ara^e.
The president,

vice-president and ho.-rd of directors

needed access to the officer area, but also needed privacy.
A linear courtyard serves as a separating device.

e xecuti V e
a rea

The coffee shop needed to be visually accessible fr--m the
activity in the banking lobby but

physically separate.

The space across the pedestrian street satisfied both requirements
Service to it became a problem.

TT

/

^

coffee

shop

The gallery needed attachment to the bank baild.ng
^^t needed to be perceived

as an ancillary area. By placing
It parallel to the secondarv c:+.^«^ v ^ •
^
•
v-^iiuary street bordering the site on he
south, it created a
courtyard between itself and -he ofiicer
area.

A
Later a secondary axis was created by placing it nc>^mal
to the main axis.

Then the coffee shop was expanded to

run the length of the gallery facing the courtyard.

The

kitchen for the coffee shop was placed at the southwest
end of the gallery for service access.

This final oriental ion

of the gallery allowed the development of a plaza i*
both entrances to it

h

^

/ ' /

The northeast entry of the gallery took the form of a mass
with a recessed entry, in contrast to the protruding axial
entries.
In order to make a visual connection to the existing
Jnotor bank, the mechanical equipment room took on the same
dimension in width as the motor bank to allow for a connecting
roof structure.
The above steps brought about the basic spaces of +he
bank.

Minor changes and development occurred in the process

of finalizing the design. With the addition of a skyl ' ght
above the teller areas, the three major public areas,
banking lobby, officer areas, and pedestrian pathway are
defined by natural light.
Materials play an important role in the design.

i^rick

-^c chosen as the main building ma-^erial for four ree.sons.
„.^gt, if is used extensively in bu'ldings and in s^ree*
j^j^g in the downtown area. Seccr.dly, it inparts a sense
pav
f -cale to tht? building. The individual brick is Denceive*

^ basic building un't, and walls of brick are readily
on^prehended.

Thirdly, br ' ck cav " ty walls have dimensions

convey mass, and mass is interpreted to mean solidarity,
bank's customers must feel that their money is handled with
solid and reliable methods.

Finally, by con'inuing brick

pavers from plaza to plaza through * he inferior pedestrian
passageways and banking lobby, the ^loorscape helps ^o
tie together interior and exterior spaces.
Glass is used to bring in natural light.

By making the

pedestrian pathway a tall barrel vaulted space covered in
glass , light pouring in gives the space the light it needs
to function as the directional and unifying space.
Natural colors and materials used in interiors.give * he
spaces the warmth necessary to convey the friendliness of
a hometown bank.
Through the process of design described above, the
two seemingly dichotomous goals were achieved.

The bank

building possesses at once a sense of solidarity, efficiency
and warmth.

